
  Editorial Note for Research Report on Mathematics 

I am pleased to introduce Research Reports on Mathematics (RRM), Open Access, peer 

reviewed Journal dedicated to publish high quality articles covering wide range study areas of 

Pure and Applied Mathematics. The Journal aims to provide a platform for mathematicians, 

academicians and scientists for disseminating reports on Mathematics Research and insights into 

interdisciplinary applied mathematics. 

All the articles submitted to the Journal- Research and Reports on Mathematics will undergo 

double blind peer review process through the Editorial Manager System. The Editorial Manager 

System helps in maintaining the quality of the peer review process and provides easy access to 

the authors to track the status of the manuscript, including evaluation and publicat ion in an 

automated way. 

I am pleased to announce that, all issues of volume 4 were published online well within the time 

and the print issues were also brought out and dispatched within 30 days of publishing the issue 

online during the year of 2020. 

The journal accepts original articles emphasizing on all the major areas of Mathematics such as- 

Algebra, Geometry, Number Theory, Analysis, Topology, Arithmetic, Combinatorics, 

Computational Mathematics, Calculus, Mathematical Physics, Biomathematics, Probability 

Theory, Statistics, Operational Research; and electronic versions of all the publications will be 

available under open access platform. 

During the calendar year of 2019, JLOP received a total of  40 manuscript, out of which 30% 

articles were rejected in the preliminary screening due to plagiarism or being out of the format 

and peer review process. During 2019 around 15 articles were subjected for publication after 

they are accepted in the peer review process. In the issue of Volume 3 published during the year 

2019, a total of 2 articles were published (at an average of 2 articles per issue) of which, articles 

were published from authors all around the world. Globally articles have been accessed by the 

research scientists and also cited. 

During the calendar year 2019, a total of two Editors, seven Reviewers joined the board of JOM 

and contributed their valuable services towards contribution as well as publication of articles, 

and their valuable reviewer comments will beneficial to publish quality of article in the Journal.  

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of our reviewers for their exceptional 

support during the open access process and the managing editor during the final editing of 

articles published and the support, in bringing out issues of JEES in time. I would also like to 

express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, the advisory and the editorial 

board of JCLS, the office bearers for their support in bringing out yet another volume of JCLS 

and look forward to their unrelenting support to bring out the Volume 9 of JCLS in scheduled 

time.  


